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This establishment was closed for presenting an imminent health hazard and the following violations: 
 


	Establishment Name: Wa Me House
	Closure Date: 10/17/2017
	Address: 285 East 2700 South
	City: South Salt Lake
	State: UT
	ZIP Code: 84115
	Text1: 1. Mouse feces is on the water heater, floor, plates, and the warewashing machine.2. There is a significant amount of mice feces throughout the facility.3. There is no hand drying provision at the hand sink.4. Employees smoking near the rear exit.5. Cutting boards are scratched and scored and no longer easily cleanable.6. Single-use items are being re-used gloves.7. Various surfaces are lined with foil.8. Food containers are not labeled with the common name of the food.9. The floor is dirty below the grill line.10. Cooked vegetables being held out of temperature control at 59°F on a counter.11. Clean equipment is not covered or inverted to prevent contamination.12. Knives are stored in between equipment.13. The mop is not hung to air dry.14. The condenser unit in the walk-in freezer is leaking and creating ice buildup.15. Unable to verify fish being stored in the walk-in is from an approved source.16. Reach-in cooler gaskets are dirty.17. The outside of equipment is unclean.18. Reach-in cooler gaskets are dirty.19. The outside of equipment is unclean.20. Food is being stored in direct contact with grocery bags 21. Trash cans are being used to store food.22. The meat slicer is unclean to sight and touch.23. The knife holder is unclean.24. Interior surfaces of the ventilation hood are heavily soiled with accumulations of grease.25. There is mouse feces on plates.26. Potentially hazardous and ready to eat foods that are prepared on-site and held for more than 24 hours are not date-marked.27. Food is not covered to prevent contamination.28. Food is being stored on the floor in the walk-in freezer.29. Food in the walk-in cooler is not covered to prevent contamination.30. There is insufficient light intensity in the walk-in cooler.31. Raw chicken is stored above ready to eat foods in the walk-in cooler.32. Raw meat is stored above food with a lower cooking temperature in the walk-in cooler.33. The wall above the handsink is damaged.34. The wall in the warewashing area is damaged.35. The faucet is leaking in the warewashing area.36. There is nonfunctional equipment stored on the premises.37. Dumpster lids are left open.38. The dumpster area is not maintained clean.39. The exterior fans are greasy.40. Sanitizer concentration in wiping cloth container(s) is too strong.41. Sign in the female restroom asking patrons not to flush toilet paper down the toilet.42. There is a significant amount of mice feces throughout the facility.43. There is a gap on the outside door.  


